"LOOK!" made 'em ourselves

It's great to make your own prints

And it's easy! Have the fun of seeing your pictures appear before your eyes. All you need is one of these Kodak Photolab Outfits. They give you everything you need to develop your film and make bright sparkling prints. See them at your Kodak dealer's.
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Rocky Lane

and

THE CHAMELEON KID

CHAPTER ONE - DEATH SETS A TRAP!

On his fight against crime Rocky
Lane has crossed the trail of many
a wily gunfighter - and taught him to
respect the law... but now the
fighting secret marshal must match
wits and six-guns with the most
dangerous combination of deadly
trickery the West has ever known
THE CHAMELEON KID!
ROCKY LANE WESTERN

A MIGHTY ROUGH-LOOKING BUNCH!
COLE WINTERS AND RIP SAWYER—
TWO OF THE WORST GUNSLICKS
IN THE TERRITORY! I'D BETTER
CHECK ON THIS!

A LATE ONE NIGHT, SECRET
MARSHAL ROCKY LANE MOVES
THROUGH THE SADDLE MOUNTAIN
COUNTRY:

FASTER, BLACK JACK! I WANT TO GET TO
DEERHORN TONIGHT! THAT TOWN'S THE
CENTER OF ALL THE TROUBLE THAT'S BEEN
REPORTED IN THIS AREA!

WAIT! THERE'S A FIRE DOWN
THAT DRAW! THAT'S A
STRANGE SPOT FOR A CAMP
WITH DEERHORN SO CLOSE!

ROCKY STEPS INTO THE FIRELIGHT—

WELL, WELL! ROCKY
LANE! NOWDY, TIN BADGE! WHAT CAN WE DO FOR
YUH?

JUST ANSWER A FEW
QUESTIONS, RIP! I'M KIND
OF CURIOUS ABOUT WHY
YOU AND COLE HAVE
STAYED SO FAR FROM YOUR
USUAL STAMPSING GROUNDS!

YOU ASKED YOUR
QUESTION, LAWMAN! NOW HERE'S YOUR
ANSWER!

ALL RIGHT, BOYS! WE'RE FIVE TO ONE!
LET'S GET HIM!

THAT'S PRETTY LONG ODDS, BUT
I'LL SEE WHAT I CAN DO TO ACCOMMO-
DATE YOU BOYS!

WHAM

BAM

OKAY, LANE! YOU'RE FINISHED!

ZAM
ONE SIDE! I'M GOING TO SETTLE WITH LANE ONCE AND FOR ALL!

EASY, RIP! IF YOU KILL HIM, THESE HILLS WILL SWARM WITH LAWMEN--AND THE BOSS WOULDN'T LIKE THAT!

BESIDES, LANE WON'T BE ANY TROUBLE! NO ONE'S BEEN ABLE TO GET A THING ON US SINCE OUR NEW BOSS SHOWED US HOW TO OPERATE THE SMART WAY!

MAYBE YOU'RE RIGHT! WELL, LET'S START MOVING. I WANT TO BE FAR AWAY WHEN THAT HOMBRE WAKES UP.

IT'S ALMOST DAWN WHEN ROCKY COMES TO!

MY HEAD'S SPLITTING, BUT I'D BETTER START AFTER THAT GANG WITH WINTERS AND MAYER. AMONG THEM, THOSE CONOTES ARE UP TO NO GOOD!

BUT IN THE ROCKY COUNTRY, THE SECRET MARSHAL SOON LOSES THE TRAIL AND--

IT'S NO USE GOING FURTHER SINCE I'M SO CLOSE TO DEERHORN. I MIGHT AS WELL WARN THE AUTHORITIES THERE!

BUT AS THE LOCAL SHERIFF LISTENS TO ROCKY'S STORY--

WE'RE NOT WORRIED ABOUT OUTLAWS ANY MORE, LANE! WE'VE GOT BIGGER HEADACHES NOW! WE'RE RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE OF THE WORST DRY SPELL WE'VE EVER HAD! IT'S BEEN WEEKS SINCE WE'VE HAD RAIN!

OUR CATTLE ARE DYING LIKE FLIES! ALL THE HERDS HAVE BEEN HIT HARD AND IF THOSE RANCHES ARE RUINED, SO IS THIS TOWN!

SOUNDS MIGHTY BAD! ISN'T THERE ANYTHING THAT CAN BE DONE?

NOT MUCH EXCEPT WAIT AND HOPE! BUT WE'RE THINKING OF HIRING A RAINMAKER! IN FACT, THEY'RE MEETING ABOUT IT NOW AT THE HOTEL! WANT TO COME ALONG?

SURE! I HEARD ABOUT THESE RAINMAKERS, BUT I NEVER DID SEE ONE!
ROCKY LANE WESTERN

At the Hotel...

As I understand it, Professor, the town puts up ten thousand dollars and you - one thousand!

Correct! If I bring rain, I get your ten thousand dollars! But if my method fails, I'll forfeit my money.

Well, that's fair enough! I figure we haven't much to lose. We'll have our money in the bank tomorrow morning!

Fine! Here's my thousand! I'd better get started now. Er...I have a lot of equipment to move in.

The next morning, Rocky follows the local citizens out of town to watch the rainmaker!

Looks as if he's setting up cannons along that hill, Sheriff!

Cannons? Say he doesn't think he's gonna make it rain that way, does he? Come on, I don't want to miss this!

All right, Professor! What are we waiting for? Let's go!

Just a moment, friends! Allow me to inquire about...er...my fee.

Don't worry about that. We've got the money locked up safely in the bank vault!

Excellent! Then it is only a question of time! I must wait for the most auspicious moment to fire the cannon!

But, back in deserted Deerhorn...

Okay, Rip! Let's move fast. We've got only a few minutes to set up the dynamite!

Yeh! And then that ten thousand is ours!
The boss is sure a slick article! Cole! A rainmaker! Haw! That's a good one!

Cut out the gabbing! It's only a few minutes to twelve o'clock! We've got to be ready on time!

Moments later, on the hill not far from town...

Gentlemen, please! Everything could go wrong unless I am at the exact moment! Just a few more seconds, please!

At that very moment, back in town...

Now!

That's what I call good timing!

With those cannons going off up there, no one will hear this explosion!

Boom! Boom!

All right, men! There's the money! Get it into those bags and let's vanquish!

Meanwhile, on the hill, the crowd waits vainly for rain!

Well, there sure was a lot of noise, Professor, but I don't see any rain!

I... I don't understand! Something must've gone wrong! Well, I guess I've lost my thousand dollars!

I--you sure have, Professor! Ha, ha!
ROCKY LANE WESTERN

RANMAKER!
HAW, HAW!
HAW!

THAT WAS THE EASIEST THOUSAND THIS TOWN EVER PICKED UP! THAT RANMAKER HOMBRE MUST BE PLUMB Loco!

YOU'RE RIGHT, SHERIFF! THROWING MONEY AWAY LIKE THAT JUST DOESN'T MAKE SENSE!
I WISH I KNEW THE ANSWER!

BUT BACK IN TOWN --

SHERIFF, QUICK! SOME OWLHOUTS BROKE INTO THE BANK AND BLASTED THE VAULT! THEY'VE GOT ALL THE MONEY WE PUT UP FOR THE RANMAKER!

WHAT?

I DON'T UNDERSTAND IT, ROCKY! IT TOOK A MIGHTY POWERFUL BLAST TO RIP THAT VAULT OPEN! WE SHOULD HAVE HEARD IT EVEN UP ON THE HILL!

YOU'RE RIGHT! BUT WITH THE PROFESSOR'S CANNONS GOING OFF... HMM!

HEY, ROCKY!
WHERE'RE YOU GOING?

TO CHECK UP ON THAT RANMAKER, SHERIFF! SEEMS TO ME HE WAS A MITE TOO CAREFUL ABOUT HIS TIMING WHEN HE FIRED THOSE CANNONS!

SORTLY AFTERWARD, ON A SIDE TRAIL --

JUST AS I THOUGHT! THESE DISCARDED CLOTHES AND ABANDONED CANNONS PROVE THAT THE RANMAKER WAS IN COWBOY WITH THE GANG WHO BLASTED THE BANK!
LET’S GO, BLACK JACK! MAYBE WE CAN CATCH THAT FAKER OFF GUARD! HE WON’T EXPECT ANYONE TO FOLLOW HIM!

WHAT DID I TELL YOU, KID? THAT GUY, LANE, PICKED UP OUR TRAIL IN NOTHING FLAT!

YOU’RE RIGHT, RIP! FOR A LAWMAN, LANE’S PRETTY CLEVER! BUT THIS TIME HE’S TANGLED WITH THE CHAMELEON KID! WATCH WHAT HAPPENS NOW!

JUST THEN!

HOLD IT, BLACK JACK! LOOKS AS IF THOSE HOMBRES DROPPED A WAD OF MONEY WHILE THEY MADE THEIR GETAWAY!

THAT’S TOO MUCH MONEY TO LEAVE LYING AROUND LOOSE!

AS ROCKY MOVES TOWARD THE PILE OF MONEY, SUDDENLY---

A TRAP!

AS I JUST FINISHED SAYING, THE CHAMELEON KID IS MORE THAN A MATCH FOR THE BEST LAWMAN THAT EVER LIVED!

YOU TRICKED HIM, CHIEF!

CRACK!

CAUGHT LIKE A RABBIT IN A SNARE! AND THAT LIMB IS STARTING TO GIVE WAY! I GUESS THIS IS WHERE I CAUGHIN’

IS THIS THE FINISH FOR THE INDOMITABLE SECRET MARSHAL? IS ROCKY LANE DOOMED TO PLUNGE TO HIS DEATH ON THE ROCKS HUNDREDS OF FEET BELOW? READ CHAPTER II OF THE CHAMELEON KID!
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SAGEBRUSH

HOWDY, FELLERS! HOWDY, SAGEBRUSH! WHAR HAVE YUH BEEN LATELY?

I TOOK A TRIP TO THE BIG CITY!

YUH WENT TO THE BIG CITY? WHAT FOR?

TO SEE A DETECTIVE!

WHAT! YUH WENT TO SEE A DETECTIVE?

!!!

JEEPERS! WHAT DID YUH GO TO A 'PRIVATE EYE' FOR?

I WANTED TO BECOME HIS PUPIL!

HA, HA!

GASP!

SPECIAL OFFER!

YOU...

CAN GET

'ROCKY'S'

PICTURE WITH 'BLACK JACK'

AUTOGRAPHED TO YOU PERSONALLY!

SEND FOR IT TODAY!

Enclose this coupon and 25c for one LARGE photo of "ROCKY" and "BLACK JACK" autographed to you personally.

NAME: ____________________________

ADDRESS: _________________________

(If you want 5 LARGE pictures of "ROCKY" and "BLACK JACK" all autographed to you personally, enclose $1.00. Address ROCKY LANE, 4024 North Radford Ave., North Hollywood, Calif.)
Sensational Offer! Not 2-Not 4-But
Walt Disney 8 Comic Books
For Only 15¢ and a Wheaties Boxtop!

What a Bargain!

15¢ Never Bought So Many Comic Books Before!

Think of it! Here's your chance to get 8 brand new 32-page, full color pocket size Walt Disney comic books for just 15¢ and a Wheaties boxtop!

Famous Disney Fun!

You'll-read-at-the-crazy-adventures-of-Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Pluto and just about all the famous Disney gangs! Each book is 32 pages long. That's 256 pages of comics in one sentinel!

Hurry! Send Now! Quantities Limited!

Get your Walt Disney comic books while they last. Start a collection. Get all 4 sets. Chip the handy coupon and send in today!

Here's Your "Hurry Up" Order Blank

General Mills
Box 252
Minneapolis, Minn.

Please send me my Walt Disney comic books. I enclose 15¢ and one Wheaties boxtop for each set I have checked.

Name:
Address:
City State:

All New Stories, Not Sold in Stores

This is Set "A"=

This is Set "B"=

This is Set "C"=

This is Set "D"=

8 Books in Each Set!

32 Action Packed Pages in Every Book!
DEE DICKENS

YO'RE SURE RILED UP, DEE DICKENS! WHAT'S THE MATTER?

HAY FEED

I JUST CAME FROM THE MASQUERADE PARTY AT THE BAR 0 RANCH WHERE I WAS INSULTED!

THE SIZZLING POINT!

INSULTED? HOW?

THEY GAVE ME THE FIRST PRIZE FOR HAVING THE UGLIEST MASK AT THE MASQUERADE.

WHAT'S INSULTING ABOUT THAT?

I WASN'T WEARING ANY MASK AT THE TIME!

THEY PROBABLY WERE JUST KIDDING YOU!

KIDDING NOTHING! THEY ALMOST RIPPED MY HEAD OFF TRYING TO TAKE THE "MASK" OFF!

WELL, WHAT DO YOU DO ABOUT IT?

I WANTED TO PUNCH THE JUDGE IN THE NOSE BUT I COULDN'T!
Rocky Lane Western

Why not? The place was too crowded to even lift my arms!

Really? I didn’t think so many people liked masquerades!

The place was so crowded the hombre next to me got an itch and scratched my leg!

Well, if you didn’t wear a mask or a costume, what were you doing at the masquerade, Dee Dickens?

I was hired to entertain the guests! What can you do that is entertaining?

You were hired to entertain the guests! What can you do that is entertaining?

I’d believe you if you said in a stock yard.

For your information, when I played Hamlet, the audience took one hour to leave the theatre!

Why? Was he lame or something?

What do you mean he? The place was more crowded than sandies in a can!

Even so, why should I? They only cheered me for five minutes, but the door was locked and no one could find the key!
WOULD YUH LIKE TO HEAR ME RECITE HAMLET?

I'M NOT INTERESTED IN HAMLET RIGHT NOW, I'D BE MORE INTERESTED IN AN OMELET!

THE PEOPLE AT THE MASQUERADE WENT WILD WHEN I RECITED FROM RICHARD II!

WHAT PART DID YUH RECITE?

I CRIED, 'A HORSE, A HORSE, MY KINGDOM FOR A HORSE!'

YES, IF YOU'RE NOT TOO BUSY!

I SURE ASKED YA THAT ONE! BUT TELL ME WHICH PART DO YUH LIKE BETTER, RICHARD II OR HAMLET?

HAMLET'S EASIER TO ACT!

BUT I THOUGHT HAMLET WAS THE HARDEST PART IN THE WORLD TO ACT!

OH NO! HAMLET'S THE PRINCE OF DENMARK AND ANYBODY CAN PLAY A GREAT DANE!

REALLY?

SURE! ALL YUH NEED DO TO BE A GREAT DANE IS THIS—WOOF! WOOF! WOOF!

I'M BEGINNING TO THINK YUH DON'T KNOW A THING ABOUT HAMLET!
OH NO? LISTEN TO THIS!
"TO BE OR NOT TO BE,
THAT IS THE QUESTION."

WHAT'S THE
ANSWER?

THERE IS
NO ANSWER!

THEN WHY ASK A
QUESTION THAT HAS
NO ANSWER?

I DIDN'T ASK THE QUESTION!
SHAKESPEARE DID!

THEN WHY DON'T
YUH GO OVER TO
SHAKESPEARE AND
ASK HIM THE
ANSWER?

SHAKESPEARE'S DEAD, YUH FOOL!
DIDN'T YUH KNOW THAT
HE DIED?

NO! I HAVEN'T
SEEN A PAPER
IN A WEEK!

LOOK, I HAD ENOUGH
TROUBLE AT THE
MASQUERADE! ARE
YUH TRYING TO
MAKE YUH MAD
ENOUGH SO
YOU'LL FORGET
ABOUT BEING
INSULTED?

I WAS JUST
TRYING TO
MAKE YUH MAD
ENOUGH SO
YOU'LL FORGET
ABOUT BEING
INSULTED!

WELL, IF YU'RE TRYING TO COOL ME
OFF BY MAKING ME HOT UNDER THE
COLLAR, THE LEAST I CAN DO FOR
YUH...

...IS MAKE YUH HOT UNDER THE
COLLAR BY COOLING YUH OFF!
SO LONG!

SPLASH!
Tough above the canyon floor, Rocky Lane faces grim death!

That limb's going to break off any minute! There's only one thing I can do!

By swinging like a pendulum, I might be able to reach the trunk of that tree!

That was close! I'll need one more try, but I don't know if that branch will hold!

Made it! And just in time!
Meanwhile, across the canyon...

Rocky Lane Western

Lance's got more lives than a cat! Come on, let's go back and get him!

Relax, Rip! After that close shave, I doubt if he'll try tangling with the Chameleon Kid again!

But, Boss! That hombre is tougher than a den of grizzlies when he gets started! He'll track 'em down again for sure!

If he does, he'll find the Chameleon Kid, ready for him! Come on—let's ride! Our next job is waiting!

But Rocky doesn't scare easily, and Sunset finds him following the trail stubbornly!

Keep moving, Black Jack! There's a wagon up ahead! Have the driver say the coyotes we're tracking down!

Rocky heads off the wagon and---

Why, sure I saw them hombres! Say, if you're that Rocky Lane they said was trailing them, they left this message for you!

A message?

Dr. Marvel's Wonder Elixir: A cure for every human ill!

Dr. Marvel’s Wonder Elixir

Which is the way to Cottonwood?

Why, me and Chief Red Hawk, my assistant, are aiming to put on a show there tonight. You can follow us in!
ROCKY LANE WESTERN

SIR, IN COTTONWOOD, ROCKY WARNS THE LOCAL SHERIFF:

THE WAY I FIGURE IT, THEY MUST BE PLANNING SOME BIG SCARAJOE! PERHAPS A RAID ON A BANK!

TROUBLE? IT'S NOTHING MUCH! THIS IS THE END OF THE MONTH AND THE RANCH HANDS'LL BE BUSTING LOOSE WITH THEIR MONTH'S PAY!

WELL, IF IT'S ALL RIGHT WITH YOU, I'D LIKE TO LEND YOUR DEPUTIES A HAND JUST IN CASE!

WHY, SURE, LANE! BUT I HOPE NOTHING HAPPENS!

THAT NIGHT...

IT'S MIGHTY QUIET IN TOWN!

I'M GLAD THERE'S NO TROUBLE! I'M SURE ENJOYING THAT MEDICINE MAN'S SPIEL!

---AND IT'S A SURE CURE FOR BUNIONS, LUMBAGO, SADDLE GALL AND THE BLIND STAGGERS --- ELIXIR USUALLY SELLS FOR ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE ---

---BUT TONIGHT I'M GIVING A FREE SAMPLE TO EVERY MAN IN TOWN!

WELL, IF IT'S FREE, I'LL TRY A SWIG OF IT, PARD! MY BACKACHE IS KILLING ME!

GIVE ME SOME!

DRINK HEARTY, MEN! IT'S A SOVEREIGN REMEDY FOR ALL THE ILLS THAT FLESH IS HEIR TO!

AND ME!

AND ME TOO!
ROCKY LANE WESTERN

SAY, IT'S JUST LIKE HE SAYS! THAT STUFF MAKES ME FEEL GOOD ALL OVER!

MAYBE I'LL TRY SOME OF IT, TOO! I'VE NEVER BOUGHT ANY OF THIS STUFF BEFORE!

WAIT! SOME OF THE MEN WHO TASTED THAT MEDICINE SEEM TO BE FALLING ASLEEP!

AND THAT INDIAN CHIEF! HE'S HEADING DOWN THAT SIDE ALLEY! THERE'S SOMETHING FISHY ABOUT THIS! I'D BETTER FOLLOW HIM!

EVERYTHING'S SET, BOYS! THOSE SUCKERS FELL FOR IT! THE BOSS HAS EVERYBODY IN TOWN DOPED!

THAT INDIAN'S A FAKE! THAT MEDICINE MAN MUST BE THE CHAMELEON KID IN DISGUISE! I'M TAKING A HAND IN THIS GAME!

ALL RIGHT, YOU ROMBRES, REACH! IT'S ROCKY LANE! FEED HIM LEAD, BOYS!

YOU COYOTES ARE A MITE SLOW ON THE DRAW!

OWOO! HE'S SHOT THE GUN OUT OF MY HAND!

BANG! BANG! BANG!

BANG! BANG! BANG!
But a silent figure has slipped up behind Rocky and ----.

This should keep you quiet for a while!

KUNK!

Okay, boss! Let's finish him off before he makes any more trouble for us!

You worry too much, Rip! There's no need to get rough----yet! He's still got a long way to go before he can outsmart the Chameleon Kid!

Cole, tie him up and bring him up front! The rest of you come with me! We've got to get started! The dope I fed those suckers will be wearing off soon!

Shortly afterwards, as Rocky comes to ----

Coming around, eh? Good! Now you can see how a really smart hombre operates.

You sneaky polecat! You drugged every man in town with that fake medicine! And now you're picking their pockets!

That's right! And since they've all just been paid it should be a pretty good haul! Excuse me, while I join my associates!

Wait! There's a nail back there! Maybe I can use it to cut these ropes!

Frantically, Rocky swings at his bonds, but just as his hands are freed——

They've finished the job! The Chameleon Kid and his gang are heading down that alley for their horses! There's still a chance to stop them!
MEANWHILE, THE SHERIFF AND HIS MEN HAVE RECOVERED CONSCIOUSNESS!

MY WATCH! MY WALLET! THEY'RE GONE! WE'VE BEEN TRICKED, SHERIFF! THAT MEDICINE MAN DOPED US!

YOU'RE RIGHT! AND THAT LANE HOMBRE MUST HAVE BEEN IN ON IT, TOO! HE RODE INTO TOWN WITH THAT MEDICINE WAGON!

HEYYYY, SHERIFF! THERE GOES LANE HEADING UP THAT ALLEY NOW!

THE MEDICINE MAN GOT AWAY, BUT WE'LL GET HIS PARTNER ROCKY LANE!

BUT UNSUSPECTED BY ALL, R.IP SAWYER, ONE OF THE OUTLAWS, IS STILL IN TOWN!

IT'S LANE--HEADING UP THE ALLEY AFTER THE BOYS! IT'S A GOOD THING I STOPPED TO CLEAN OUT THE HOTEL VAULT!

HERE'S MY CHANCE TO KILL THAT TIN BADGE! HE'S TOO DANGEROUS TO HAVE AROUND NO MATTER WHAT THE CHAMELEON KID SAYS! THIS SIDE DOOR LEADS TO THE ALLEY!

BUT RIP ISN'T THE ONLY ONE GUNNING FOR ROCKY--!

THERE GOES LANE MEN! GUN HIM DOWN BEFORE HE GETS AWAY!

WE CAN'T MISS! IT'S LIKE HITTING A TARGET IN A SHOOTING GALLERY!

EEYYAH!

IS THIS THE END FOR THE FAMOUS ROCKY LANE?

WILL A BULLET-RICICLED FINISHLY IN THE MUD OF A DESERTED ALLEYWAY END HIS CAREER?

READ ON FOR CHAPTER 31 OF THE CHAMELEON KID!
HOWDY, PARTNERS,

IF BLACK JACK AND I SEEM A LITTLE TIRED, IT'S BECAUSE WE'VE JUST COME BACK FROM THE COUNTY FAIR. AND A MIGHTY GOOD TIME WE HAD, TOO. I WAS SURE HAPPY TO SEE WILL FOSTER WALK OFF WITH ALL THE CROP PRIZES HE DID. THERE'S A REAL STORY BEHIND THAT.

YOU SEE, WILL FOSTER TOOK OVER THE OLD HAUSKIND PLACE. A PARCEL OF LAND ALL THE OTHER FARMERS SAID WAS BAD FARM LAND AND EVEN WORSE FOR RAISING GOOD STOCK, BUT WILL FOSTER TRIED WORKING IT THE WAY HIS PREDECESSORS HAD, TILL HE SAW HE WASN'T GETTING ANYWHERE. THEN HE MENTIONED TO THE OTHER RANCHERS AND FARMERS THAT HE'D SENT AWAY TO THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FOR THE LATEST METHODS AND CHEMICALS ON SOIL TREATMENT, THE OTHER FARMERS ALLhootED IN DERISION. THEY SAID THERE WAS BUT ONE WAY TO FARM A PIECE OF LAND AND IF IT DIDN'T WORK THE LAND WAS JUST FLUMBNO GOOD.

WELL, WILL GOT THE MATERIAL HE WANTED FROM THE GOVERNMENT AND BEGAN USING IT TRYING TO GIVE HIS LAND NEW LIFE, ROTATING THE CROPS AND THE LIME AND SOILS. IT WAS SLOW, AND FOR A LONG TIME THERE WAS NOTHING TO SHOW, THE OTHER FARMERS WOULD GO OUT OF THEIR WAY TO RIDICULE WILL. THEN ONE SEASON HE STARTED COMING UP WITH SOME FINE CROPS, THE OTHERS CALLED IT AN ACCIDENT. WILL BEGAN RAISING BETTER CROPS EVERY SEASON -- BETTER THAN ANYONE'S, BUT THE OTHERS DOGGEDLY STUCK TO THEIR OLD METHODS OF FARMING, TILL THIS WEEK WHEN WILL WALKED AWAY WITH NEARLY EVERY PRIZE AT THE FAIR. NOW INSTEAD OF LAUGHING, THEY'RE LISTENING TO WILL TELL THEM OF THE NEWER METHODS OF FARMING AND SOIL CARE.

SO YOU SEE, PARTNERS, IF YOU'RE PROGRESSIVE AND NOT AFRAID OF USING NEW, IMPROVED DISCOVERIES, YOU'LL WIND UP FAR AHEAD OF THOSE WHO LAUGH AT YOU. AND YOU'LL STAND OUT AT THE HEAD OF THE CROWD. BUT NOW, BLACK JACK AND ILL BE HEADING ON. WE'LL BE THINKING ABOUT ALL OF YOU TILL THIS TIME NEXT MONTH. GOOD RIDING, PARTNERS!

YOUR PALS,

Allan "Rocky" Lane

AND BLACK JACK

FIRST PRIZE

AWARDED TO

WILL FOSTER
FREE at no extra cost
PLASTIC MAGIC Moving Picture EYE

SEE PICTURES MOVE! Hold Magic Eye between your fingers and tilt it slightly. Then you see famous folks, planes, locomotives in action.

NEW FUN! Attach to clothing! Wear 'em on a cord! Tie pieces together to hang on wall! Bright colors!

PEP EXCLUSIVE Only Kellogg's PEP offers these Magic Moving Picture Eyes!

16 DIFFERENT PICTURES
Includes: Pauline Boz, showing famous tennis serve
Mark Trail, hero of the great outdoors, star of comics and radio
Tom Corbett Rocket Ship, zooming into space
Clyde Beatty, famous wild animal trainer

COLLECT 'EM ALL NO MONEY! NO WAITING!

ONE IN EVERY BOX OF

Kellogg's PEP
WHOLE WHEAT CEREAL

GUEST KELLY


Republic Thunder Jet Plane
American Airlines DC-6B
N. Y. Central R. R. Hudson-type locomotive
YOUNG TIM DUNBAR was scared. He was so scared, that the palms of his hand grew moist and slippery against the worn stock of his forest's Remington.

Every forest sound became a threat that made him shudder and sent his hair rising like a porcupine's quills. He had a right to be scared, for Old One-Ear was a killer grizzly—a giant bear that had been slaying ranch stock for the past five years. Every attempt to trap or poison Old One-Ear, or to run him down with hounds, had failed. Cunning and voracious, the huge grizzly had continued to live in the Snow Peak mountain country—and to live at his pleasure, off the sheep and steers of the nearby ranches.

And now—at last—Tim Dunbar, son of a local rancher, had discovered Old One-Ear's hide-out. He crouched, looking at it. It was a deep, dark, evil-smelling crevice in a rock cliff-side, littered all about with gnawed bones. Before it, the youth saw the clearly-marked prints of a bear—a grizzly so large that they could only have been made by Old One-Ear! The prints were fresh, but there was no other sign of the presence of the killer beast. Evidently, he was away, on a hunting foray.

"And I've found his den," whispered Tim Dunbar to himself.

"I'll be able to tell my dad and the cowboys, and they'll set an ambush for him. Our stock will be safe at last!"

Turning away, Tim Dunbar started down the mountain slope. He would have to get help... and fast!

But, no sooner had he gone a quarter-mile down the slope, than he halted. His keen eyes had caught a glimpse of a pile of stones to the side of the trail he was following. They looked strange as if they had been placed that way recently—by human hands! Quickly, he hurried over to the unusual cairn, and started to lift the top rocks off. Reaching the ground level, he uncovered a heavy canvas packet with the letters, "P. and M." marked faintly on it.

"P... and M..." Tim mused to himself, fumbling with the packet in an attempt to open it. "Why, that must mean the Plain and Mountain Stage! They had a bad holdup down on the highway last week. I wonder..."

Swiftly, he tore the packet open and thrust his hand inside.

His eyes grew wide as he felt the contents of the packet. He drew them forth into the light. "Greenbacks!" It was more money than Tim had ever seen before in his life. "The money from the stage! I reckon the outlaws had to hide it here for a while, figuring they couldn't risk getting away right after the robbery. But what'll I do with it now? If I try to go down to the ranch with it now, they may see me."

He clutched the packet full of money to his chest, his thoughts racing. If only there was a place he could hide the money temporarily... a place he knew would be safe! Where could he put it? Then the idea came to him, and he started back up the mountainside.

Half an hour later, Tim hurried back down the slope toward his father's ranch. He had to find his dad and to tell him about the two things he had discovered: Old One-Ear's den—and the loot from the recent stage holdup...

But suddenly, as Tim Dunbar crossed a shag-covered stretch of mountainside, he saw two men approaching, coming out from behind a huge boulder. They were big men, unshaven, and they were heavily armed. They eyed Jim with suspicion and separated, as by mutual consent, as he came near them. Then, when he was but a few steps away, they closed in on him.

"Howdy, kid," one of them began. "Where've you been? Hunting deer?"

"N-nol" stammered the rancher's son, feeling the menace in the older man's voice. "I-I was b-berry picking."

"B-berries, eh?" the big stranger mocked. "You didn't see anything else, did you? Anything... hidden?" He kept his keen eyes on Tim's face, and he saw the boy change ea-
... Anything like a packet hidden under some stones.

The boy began to flush and he realized that his face was giving him away under the stranger's suspicious questioning. He could not hide the truth from the man. And, if they knew about the money packet they had to be the holdup men. Quickly, imperceptibly, he began to bring the Remington up! They would not take him without a fight.

"Grab him!" one of the men shouted. They dove toward Tim one man seizing the rifle in an iron grasp and the other catching the boy by the shoulder and hurling him to the ground.

"Get up!" the man said, pointing the rifle at him.

"The easy talkin' is over! Now we mean business. Soon as we saw you skedaddling down out of the hills, we knew you'd spotted our cache. Now, did you leave it where it was or did you hide it?" Tim Dunbar was silent.

"Quick!" the man grunted, slapping the boy sharply across the face. "Where is it? Talk up!"

Flinching from the savage cutting blow, Tim realized it was no use trying to hide the truth. These outlaws would stop at nothing to recover their hidden loot. He'd have to show them where the money packet was.

"Stop," he muttered. "I'll tell you. I found the money—and I hid it. I reckoned I'd tell my dad—"

—and he'd tell the sheriff, eh?" broke in one of the outlaws. "Not by a long sight! You're taking us to it now!"

Tim Dunbar had no choice. Single file, he led the two badmen up the slope. As he walked, he could feel the rifle pointing at his back—and he felt a desperate drive to fling himself to the side, in an attempt to escape. But he knew that he could not move more than a few steps before they would gun him down.

Soon the youth and the two men passed by the littered cairn, where the stage packet had been. One of the outlaws swore bitterly, but the other man quieted him.

"Keep going, kid," he said. "And hurry."

Soon, they approached the dark crevices in the cliffside that Tim Dunbar had seen earlier. He pointed toward the entrance to the cave.

"There it is," he said. "Inside there."

The outlaw pointed with the Remington. "Go in and get it," he muttered. "We'll wait here."

Hesitatingly, Tim started into the evil-smelling den. At first, he had thought it was a good idea to throw the packet in here. He had figured no man would dare come close to the cave of Old One-Ear, until his father and his men killed the giant grizzly. And then, they'd have been able to reclaim the packet.

He reached out a trembling hand and touched the canvas. Clutching it, he started to turn, when he heard a tremendous, soughing roar. It was the fighting cry of Old One-Ear.

Crouching and looking out, he saw a terrifying sight.

The huge bear had been lurking in the underbrush, and had suddenly charged, from a short distance toward the men who had invaded his territory. In a few giant paces, he reached them and lashed out at them with a tooth-and-claw attack. One of the men was immediately thrown to the ground. The rifle dashed from his grip, and then the bear lunged toward the other man.

Wide-eyed, Tim Dunbar saw the Remington dropping to the ground by the cave entrance. It represented his only chance—and it was a slim one. But he had to take it...

Seizing the rifle, shooting from a crouched position in the mouth of the cave, he aimed up at the enraged grizzly. The gun thundered like a cannon in the confined space, and slammed back against his shoulder like a sledgehammer. But he shot again and again, aiming at the grizzly's throat and head. At the first shot, Old One-Ear had shuddered. Baring his long yellowed fangs, he had turned from his other victims toward the boy. But, as he lumbered forward, bullet after bullet had thudded into him! And finally, when he was scant inches from the boy, he staggered forward and fell—dead.

Tim Dunbar rose, the rifle in one hand, and the canvas packet in the other. Old One-Ear lay at his side—and the two outlaws were moaning on the ground, seriously wounded.

The boy shook his head slowly.

"When I started out this morning," he said, "I aimed to do a little berry picking!" He shook his head. "Two outlaws and a killer grizzly add up to a lot of berries! Great Day!"

Then he started to run down to his father's ranch.

THE END
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CHAPTER THREE - THE GOLD RAID

I CAN'T HELP FEELING SORRY ABOUT THIS! I NEVER THOUGHT THE FAMOUS ROCKY LANE WOULD TIE UP WITH A GANG OF THIEVING OWLHOUNDS!

ME NEITHER, SHERIFF! SAY, MAYBE WE WERE WRONG IN SHOOTING FIRST AND ASKING QUESTIONS AFTER!

In the chill darkness, a bullet-scarred body lies in the alleyway.

Hey, Sheriff! This man isn't Lane!

Anyone looking for me?

Rocky Lane! But I thought...

Easy, boys! Let's talk this over!

Explanations follow swiftly and:

It's Rip Sawyer, one of the gang! He must have spotted me when I came up the alley after them!

Yeh! I thought I saw someone step out of that side door just before we fired our guns! You're mighty lucky, Rocky!
Well, we've got one of them! But now are we going to get the Chameleon Kid? From what I can see, he's a pretty foxy hombre!

Yes, he's mighty slick, but I have a few ideas on how to outfox him! Come on over to the medicine wagon!

These false whiskers the Chameleon Kid left here are just what I need! Now if you'll listen, I'll tell you how we'll beat him at his own game!

We're with you, Rocky!

Early the next morning, a lone rider moves along the trail of the gang! Suddenly—

Hey, boss! Look who's down there!

Yahoo! Howdy, Rip! We thought they got you back in town!

My disguise seems to be fooling them! Wonder what they'd do if they discovered I was Rocky Lane, wearing Rip's clothes and false mustache?

Glad to see you, Rip! What happened?

They spotted me as I was leaving town. They trailed me all night, but I threw them off and headed for the hide-out!

You're just in time, Rip! We're going over the details of our next job! It's going to be a raid on Buffalo Creek!

Buffalo Creek? That's a mining town, isn't it?

Yeh! About ten miles north of here! I've heard the miners are shipping a pack-train loaded with gold tomorrow!

Sounds good! But a gold train like that will be guarded— and that'll mean gun-play!
NOT THE WAY I PLAN TO HANDLE IT! I'M RIDING INTO BUFFALO CREEK DISGUISED AS A PROSPECTOR. I'LL TELL EVERYONE I JUST MADE A TERRIFIC GOLD STRIKE IN PINTO CANYON!

IF I KNOW HUMAN NATURE, EVERY MAN IN THAT TOWN WILL STAMPED FOR PINTO CANYON! AND THE GOLD TRAIN GUARDS, TOO, IS THAT IT?

RIGHT! THEN WHEN THE TOWN IS CLEAR WE COME IN AND TAKE OVER THE GOLD TRAIN! IT'S AS EASY AS THAT!

WE'R IN THE CLEAR NOW! BUT I'D BETTER HURRY IF I'M GOING TO GET BACK TO THAT HIDE-OUT BEFORE I'M MISSED!

A FEW MILES DOWN THE TRAIL --- THAT'S THE SPOT THE SHERIFF TOLD ME ABOUT --- THE COTTON WOOD TREE AT THE FORK.

ALL RIGHT, MEN! NOW THAT'S SETTLED LET'S HAVE SOME LUNCH!

A PRETTY CLEVER PLAN, BUT IF I HANDLE THIS RIGHT, THE CHAMELEON KID WILL GET QUITE A RECEPTION AT BUFFALO CREEK!

DATE THAT NIGHT, A SHADOWY FIGURE SLEPS AWAY FROM THE OUTLAW CAMP!

A GOOD THING THOSE GUARDS ARE ASLEEP!
I'll just leave this note for the sheriff in this hollow! He should pick it up later tonight!

But as Rocky heads back to the hide-out...

See, I told you, kid! I knew there was something wrong when I saw Rip slip out of camp!

Come on Cole, let's see what's in the note he left!

Come on kid, let's get back to camp and take care of that double crossing polecat!

Relax, Cole! This note of Lane's gives me an idea! Light another match! We've got some writing to do!

There! That should do the trick!

I get it, boss! That note will make sure the sheriff stays out of our way while we grab the gold!

Right! Then when we get out of town safely, we'll settle with Lane--once and for all!

Early the next morning, near Buffalo Creek...

All right men, follow me into town, but stay out of sight until I give the signal!

These coyotes will be right into my trap!
A FEW MOMENTS LATER, IN BUFFALO CREEK——

GOLD! I'VE FOUND GOLD!

HEY, LOOK! THAT OLD SOURDOUGH'S GONE CRAZY!

GOLD! whole mountains of gold over at PINTO CANYON!

CRAZY, NOTHING! LOOK AT THAT ORE HE'S CARRYING! WHY, IT'S ALMOST SOLID YELLOW!

PINTO CANYON! THAT'S ONLY TEN MILES NORTH OF HERE! COME ON, CURLY! GET YOUR MULES! WE'RE HEADING NORTH!

GOLD! GOLD! GOLD! PINTO CANYON! MOUNTAINS OF GOLD! WѦ'LL ALL BE RICH!

THE FEVER SPREADS TO THE GUARD OF THE GOLD TRAIN!

BUT BOYS, WE WERE HIRED TO GUARD THOSE MULES! THERE'S FIFTY THOUSAND IN GOLD IN THOSE BACKS!

AW, THAT'S JUST CHICKEN FEED, LIKE I COME ON! LET'S GET TO PINTO CANYON BEFORE ALL THE CLAIMS ARE STAKED!

HEY, FELLERS! I'M COMING, TOO! WAIT FOR ME!

Looks as if those poor fish took my bait! Guess I can whistle for the boys now!
OKAY, BOYS! ROUND UP THOSE MULES AND LET'S GET GOING!

SOMETHING'S GONE WAYWIRE! THE SHERIFF AND HIS MEN SHOULD BE TAKING A HAND IN THIS NOW!

WHAT'S THE MATTER, RIP? ANYTHING WRONG?

TWEET!

ER---NO, BOSS!

THEN LET'S GET MOVING! I WANT TO GET BACK INTO THE HILLS BEFORE WE'RE SPOTTED!

WONDER WHAT HAPPENED TO THE SHERIFF? I CAN'T LET THEM GET AWAY WITH THIS! I'LL HAVE TO DO SOMETHING ON MY OWN!

SOMETHING STILL BOTHERING YOU, LANE?

WAS THE GANG HEADS INTO THE HILLS...

AT THE SOUND OF HIS NAME, ROCKY SPINS AROUND.

SUDDENLY...

BANG! BANG!

YEAH! THIS IS YOUR FINISH, HOMBRE! SAY YOUR PRAYERS!

IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR THE SHERIFF TO SHOW UP, YOU'LL BE DISAPPOINTED! WE FIXED UP THAT LITTLE VOTE YOU LEFT IN THE HOLLOW TREE!

EEYOW! MY HAND!

SURE! MIGHTY SUCK THE WAY YOU DISGUISED YOURSELF AS THE SAWYER! GET OFF THAT HORSE! THIS IS AS FAR AS YOU GO!

EHH? WE'VE HAD YOU SPOTTED EVER SINCE LAST NIGHT WHEN YOU SNEAKED OUT OF CAMP!
GRAB SKY, YOU COYOTES! WE'VE GOT A MAN BEHIND EVERY ROCK ON THIS HILLSIDE!

IT'S A POSSE! OPEN FIRE!

WHILE MY MEN ARE FINISHING OFF THAT POSSE, I'LL TAKE CARE OF YOU!

YOU'RE JUST A LITTLE TOO SURE OF THAT, KID!

GRAB HIM! GIVE 'EM EVERYTHING YOU'VE GOT!

Glad you could drop in!

WHAM!

sit down and stay a while!

AFTER THE OWLHOOTS ARE BEATEN, THE SHERIFF EXPLAINS:

WHEN I SAW TWO DIFFERENT HANDWRITINGS ON YOUR NOTE, I FIGURED YOU'VE BEEN SPOTTED AND THEY WERE TRYING TO TRICK US!

I SEE! SO YOU PLAYED ALONG AND THEN CAUGHT THEM BY SURPRISE OUT HERE IN THE HILLS! GOOD WORK, SHERIFF!

THE CHAMELEON KID IS SURE A WHIZ AT DISGUISES! BUT YOU'RE EVEN BETTER, ROCKY! AFTER WHAT YOU DID TO HIM, IT'D BE DIFFICULT FOR EVEN HIS HENCHMEN TO RECOGNIZE HIM!

AS SMART AS HE WAS, NEITHER THE CHAMELEON KID OR ANYONE ELSE CAN OUTSMART THE LAW!
WHAT'S THE MATTER, GOPHERFACE?
I'M STUMPED!
COMPLETELY STUMPED!
STUMPED ABOUT WHAT?
I CAN'T FIGURE OUT HOW TO DIVIDE THIS PILL IN EXACTLY FOUR EVEN PARTS!

HUM? WHY DOES THE PILL HAVE TO BE DIVIDED INTO EXACTLY FOUR EVEN PARTS?
BECAUSE...

...THE DOCTOR TOLD ME TO TAKE ONE PILL FOUR TIMES A DAY!
!!!

FOR THE WEIRDEST...AND MOST EERIE OF ALL HORROR COMICS...

YOU MUST READ...

DOCTOR DEATH!
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a big, new book for MODEL BUILDERS

If you're an active model builder or if you're only starting to work with balsa wood then here is a book you'll keep for years! Packed with accurate plans and instructions for building over 25 different control-line and free-flight model airplanes, battery driven boats and scale automobiles. Handbook for MODEL BUILDERS also contains a complete list of all gas engines, tips on building and a special story on GETTING STARTED IN MODEL BUILDING!

Just Look What This Book Contains!

- 144 pages
- Plans for 25 TESTED projects
- Hundreds of photographs
- Gas Model Airplane Plans
- Model Boat Plans
- Model Car Plans
- plus many other models

If your dealer cannot supply you order your book by mail from FAWCETT BOOKS Dept. C-15, Greenwich, Connecticut. Please specify Fawcett Book No. 112.

At Your Local Newsstand 75 Cents a Copy
NEW BOOK TELLS HOW
DAISY AIR RIFLE OWNERS CAN
BECOME JUNIOR MEMBERS OF
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION
AND GET ALL THIS

It's here, BOYS and GIRLS—your copy of DAISY AIR RIFLEMAN—with the most exciting news in all air rifle history! This brightly colored, handy pocket book tells how easy it is for air rifle owners to join the oldest, largest national sportsmen's association in the United States—the internationally famous NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA—as an Active JUNIOR MEMBER! Shows how you can wear the NRA Brassard, carry the NRA Membership Card, own and enjoy the NRA JUNIOR RIFLE HANDBOOK! DAISY AIR RIFLEMAN explains how you can qualify to earn six marksmanship medals, 6 brassards, 6 Lapel Pins and get 6 Free Proficiency Diplomas! Also diagrams new 15 foot Target Backstop, new official NRA Air Rifle Target Card—tells parents about ADULT SUPERVISED TRAINING SHOOTING PROGRAM. Send only 10¢ (coin), unused 3¢ stamp, coupon!

SHOOT THE FAMOUS 1000 SHOT
RED RYDER COWBOY CARbine

OWN and shoot this husky, improved DAISY RED RYDER COWBOY CARbine! Look—feels, handles like a real western saddle
type rifle alone only $5.50! Or buy Daisy's big Target Outfit containing RED RYDER CARbine with 2 POWER MACROSCOPIC MOUNTED BELL RINGING TARGET CARDS, GARRISON COWBOY CASCO, 20 JUMBO CALIBER CORE NAILS, 5 blackpowder AMMO, CHROME STEEL PUMP GUN & RIFLEMAN BOOK.$10.95

MAIL COUPON NOW!

DAISY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept 1271 Plymouth Michigan U.S.A.

DAISY AIR RIFLE—
MAIL COUPON NOW!